ATTENTION PARENTS!!!

Spiro Lower Elementary

School Supply Lists

All students in 1st and 2nd Grades will be contacted (either by phone or mail) on or before Friday, July 31 by their teacher. At this time, parents will be given a supply list that is specific for their child’s teacher. Kindergarten students will not purchase supplies, there will be a supply fee which will cover all student supplies for the entire school year.
3rd Grade Supplies List

• 3 boxes tissues
• 1-Germ-x
• 3-Disinfecting wipes
• 3-pks pencils
• 1-pk cap erasers
• 3-spiral notebooks or pks loose leaf paper
• Color pencils
• Crayons
• Glue
• Scissors
• Ruler
• 2-highlighters (any color)
• Backpack
• Headphones or earbuds
Spiro Upper Elementary
Fourth Grade School Supply List

- 2 Large Containers of Disinfecting Wipes
  - 1 Large Bottle of Hand Sanitizer
  - 2-3 Large Boxes of Kleenex
    - 1 Can of Lysol
- 2 Packs of 24 Count Pencils (no pencils with decorative plastic coatings)
- One 3-4 Pack of Glue Sticks
- 1 Package of Large, Multi-Colored Dry Erase Markers
  - 1 Box of Crayons or Colored Pencils
  - 4 Wide Ruled Notebooks
    - Scissors
- 1 Package of Red Grading Pens or Pencils
- 1 Large Package of Multicolored Construction Paper
  - Earbuds
  - Pencil Box
  - Backpack

*Due to Covid 19, children will not be sharing school supplies.
Spiro 5th Grade

Supply List

1. Three boxes of Kleenex
2. Pencils and erasers
   (Ticonderoga) these sharpen better and last longer
3. Spiral or loose leaf paper (no college ruled)
4. Ruler (inches and centimeters)(no flexible rulers)
5. Crayons (24 count)
6. Glue sticks
7. Scissors (sharp point)
8. Composition notebooks (2)
9. Backpack
10. Clorox wipes and germ-X
11. Earbuds for the Chromebooks

* NO MARKERS or HIGHLIGHTERS
* Desk space and storage is limited, so please do not bring items other than those listed above
* Pencil Boxes are supplied for each student
Each student will need the following items that will be carried with them to each class. It is important that they have these items for all classes. Teachers will not be able to have pencils, colored pencils, etc. for sharing. Please stress the importance of having their personal pencils with them every day.

**Homework folder** - 1 two pocket folder with prongs. Please no paper folders; they will not last. These should be quality plastic folders, remember students will be using them all day every day.

In this folder they will need to have 1 pencil pouch (with 3 holes to be attached in the folder), 1 package colored pencils (10/12 count), 1 set of earbuds, basic 4 function calculator, highlighter, and several pencils. Some students may want a mouse for use on laptops to keep in the homework folder within the pouch. The mouse is optional and not required, but will make everything easier for students.

Again this will be for use in every class (students must carry their homework folder with pencil pouch inside to every class) - pencil pouches will not be needed for individual classroom binders.

These are the items needed for individual classes:

**English - Mrs. Pendergrass**

- One - 1 inch 3 ring binder
- Five tab dividers
- Loose leaf paper only
- All the items in the homework folder and pencil pouch will be needed every day.
- Hand Sanitizer that has a pump (will be used for entire 6th grade)
Science – Mrs. Skelton
- 3 boxes of Kleenex (will be used for entire 6th grade)
- One - 1 inch 3 ring binder
- Loose Leaf Wide Ruled paper only
- 1 small pkg page protectors
- 1 package art paper
- Pencils

Math – Mr. Lovell
- One - 1 inch 3 ring binder
- Loose leaf paper
- Pencils - Mechanical would be the best, so everyone doesn't have to be touching the pencil sharpener, but any kind will work.
- Calculator - (Cheap 4 function calculator. **No scientific calculators.**)
- One container of disinfectant wipes (will be used for entire 6th grade)

World Studies – Coach Hogan
All the items in the homework folder and pencil pouch will be needed every day. A mouse for the laptops is very beneficial for the students as well.
Each student will need the following items that will be carried with them to each class. It is important that they have these items for all classes. Teachers will not be able to have pencils, colored pencils, etc. for sharing. Please stress the importance of having their personal pencils with them everyday.

**Homework folder**- 1 two pocket folder with prongs. Please no paper folders; they will not last. These should be quality **plastic** folders, remember students will be using them all day everyday.

In this folder they will need to have 1 pencil pouch (with the 3 holes to be attached in the folder), 1 pkg colored pencils (10/12 count), 1 set of earbuds, basic 4 function calculator, highlighter, and several pencils.

Again this will be for use in every class- pencil pouches will not be needed for individual classroom binders.

We understand it is difficult to find disinfectant wipes and hand sanitizer at the store during this time. Any supplies you would like to send to help with sanitizing would be greatly appreciated.

These are the items needed for individual classes:

- **English- Mrs. Francis**
  - One- 1” 3 ring binder
  - Five tab dividers
  - Loose leaf paper only
  - 1 box of tissue
Math– Mrs. Lawson/Mr. Lovell
- 1 inch- 3 ring binder (no trapper keepers)
- Loose leaf paper
- 5 tab dividers– the ones with pockets are really handy
- Pencils (no pens)
- Basic 4 function calculator- Calculator cannot have the +/- key—Around $1 at most stores. **No scientific calculators.**
- 1 box of tissue

Science– Mrs. Stout
- One- 1” 3 ring binder
- Loose leaf paper
- 250 “hole-punched” index cards- Attach a loose leaf 3” book ring
- 1 box of tissue

Geography– Coach Gist
- 1 inch 3 ring binder
- Loose leaf wide ruled paper
- Pencils
- 1 box of tissue
- 1 container disinfectant wipes
Each student will need the following items that will be carried with them to each class. It is important that they have these items for all classes. Teachers will not be able to have pencils, colored pencils, etc. for sharing. Please stress the importance of having their personal pencils with them everyday.

**Homework folder**- 1 two pocket folder with prongs. Please no paper folders; they will not last. These should be quality plastic folders, remember students will be using them all day everyday.

In this folder they will need to have 1 pencil pouch (with the 3 holes to be attached in the folder), 1 pkg colored pencils (10/12 count), 1 set of earbuds, highlighter, and several pencils.

Again this will be for use in every class- pencil pouches will not be needed for individual classroom binders.

These are the items needed for individual classes:

- **Pre-Algebra- Mrs. Lawson and Mrs. Hammontree**
  - 1 inch- 3 ring binder (no trapper keepers)
  - Loose leaf paper
  - 5 tab dividers- the ones with pockets are really handy
  - Pencils (no pens)
  *Optional - TI 30 XS MultiView calculator- make sure it says MultiView. This is an approved calculator for this class. This is also a great calculator that will be useful all the way through high school and for use on the ACT.

We understand it is difficult to find disinfectant wipes and hand sanitizer at the store during this time. Any supplies you would like to send to help with sanitizing would be greatly appreciated.
8th Grade Supply List Continued

**English - Ms. Walker**
- Large 3 ring binder
- At least 8 dividers for binder
- #2 pencils
- Loose leaf paper
- 1 highlighter
- Index cards
- At least 2 red pens
- 1 box of tissues
- 1 container of disinfectant wipes

**Science - Mr. Atkinson**
- Pencils
- Paper
- 1 box of Kleenex
- 1 container of disinfecting wipes

**History - Coach Kimmel**
- 1 inch 3 ring binder
- Loose leaf wide ruled paper
- Pencils
- Colored pencils (optional)
- 1 box of Kleenex
- 1 container disinfectant wipes

**8th Grade Algebra 1 - Mr. Cox**
- Boys - Kleenex
- Girls - Germ-x
- Red pen
- 2" or 3" binder
- Loose leaf paper
- 1 pocket folder
- 5 or 6 dividers